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200 Example Sentences in the Mu-nya Language 
                   (Tanggu Dialect) 
 Takumi  IKEDA 
Preface 
Mu-nya is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken among a part of Tibetan people living around 
the Mt. Minya kongka in Sichuan province of southwest China. I described the people who 
speak Mu-nya language and their geographical nd historical background based on my field 
research in my former paper: IKEDA (2007) in Zinbun 39. I attached a 200 basic word list as an 
appendix to the report in order to show the phonetic features and word forms of the Mu-nya 
language, comparing itwith written Tibetan and reconstructed word forms of  Proto-Tibeto-
Burman, but did not mention their syntax. 
   In this paper I describean outline of the syntax of Mu-nya using 200 sentence xamples. 
These sentences are quoted from a text book of the Tibetan Khams dialect of: Ma Yuehua 
 A  IP- (ed.) Jichu Zangwen keben  (Kang  fangyan) (214A 011 )  [* Elemen-
tary Tibetan text of Khams  dialect] vol. 2. Southwest University for Nationalities.  giVc, 
 t-  Pt 1987. The original source contains 200 basic expressions of Tibetan Khams dialect 
written in Tibetan script with Chinese translation. Unfortunately the textbook includes o 
many misprints, that I corrected all these mistakes and made English translation under Ms. 
Marielle Prins's help. 
   These 200 basic sentences are very useful and convenient for field research on the Tibeto-
Burman languages: because the sentences consist of questions and answers, we can grasp 
interrogative, declarative, and negative xpressions distributed over all three persons of the 
subject. And all the sentences represent typical daily conversation i the Tibetan cultural area 
in southwest China, written in Khams Tibetan dialect and Chinese, so it is easy for speakers 
to understand and express them in their own language naturally. 
   This paper records the expressionsofthe Mu-nya Tanggu  53)* (Thang mgo) dialect. 
Tanggu village is on the way from Kangding(Dar rtse mdo) to Jiulong IL  A (brGyad 
zil rdzong), about 85 km away from  Sale  i  i (Sa bde), and about 65 km from Kongka 
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county  (Genggashan  xiang  "."0" ; the old name was  Liftbd  xidng  (Ian  pa)), where 
one finds the starting point of the trekking course to Mt. Minya kongka. My collaborator was 
Mr.  Blo bzang bKra shis (read as Lyuza Trashi), an educated Tibetan Buddhist from Tanggu 
village. He provided me with very suitable and natural expressions for the sample sentences 
in his mother dialect. I analyzed the structure of each sentence and glossed each word in 
the sentence. Additional explanations such as typical syntactic frames, word order, lexical 
borrowings from Tibetan, and the grammatical behavior of function words are described in 
the notes as needed. 
   My field research on the Mu-nya language was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 
Research (S): 16102001 "Linguistic Substratum  in  Tibet" (directed by prof. Yasuhiko NAGANO 
at The National Museum of Ethnology) from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science. 
I would like to thank prof. Jonathan Evans who took time to edit my English. Any errors or 
misrepresentations in this paper are of course my own responsibility. 
Abbreviations 
AGT Agentive CLS Classifier CPT Comparative 
DAT Dative DEC Declarative DIR Directional prefix 
GNT Genitive IRG Interrogative MOD Modal 
NW Negative NMR Nominalizer NUM Numeral 
PCL Particle  S  Subject  SFX Suffix 
sb somebody sth something V Verb 
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0001. What is this? 
 7v33tsul55  xa33dzw55  ni35? 
    this what DEC 
       Interrogative pronouns appear at the position where the answer will be given, they 
       do not move to a particular position as in English. 
      Q: Subject  +{IRG  pronoun}  + Declarative  H A: Sub. + Obj. + DEC. 
      Q: {IRG pronoun} + Object + Declarative  H A: Sub. + Obj. + DEC. 
0002. This is a book. 
 7u33tstu55  yd133ndu.155  ni33 
                                                                                                                      . 
    this book DEC 
       Mu-nya nouns do not have distinctive forms concerning gender, number, and case 
       grammatically. 
0003. Whose book is this? 
 7v33tSLU55  xa55na33  yili33ndte ni35? 
    this whose book DEC        
/  Xa55na33/ 'whose' is the genitive form derived from  /  xa55nui33/ 'who' +  / ya33/ 
       PCL  [genitive]:  /  xe5nui33=ya33/ > /  xa55na33/. 
0004. This is my book. 
 7v"tstu55  ntu55  =ya55  yifi33ndul55 ni33. 
    this  I GNT book DEC 
       / ya33/ has allophones:  [Ka  BX yx]. This PCL is the genitive marker, which 
       represents possession and modification. 
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0005. Whose pen is it? 
 nu55ku55 xa55na33 ni35? 
     pen whose DEC 
       /  nu33ku55/  `(bamboo) pen'  <  Tib. smyu gu 
0006. It is mine. 
 nu55ku55  ritu" =ya55  ni33. 
    pen  I  GNT DEC 
0007. Is this your ink? 
 7u33tsue5 na33=ya55  na33tsha55  fiu33=  nu" ti33? 
     this you GNT ink IRG DEC        
/  na33tsha55/ 'ink'  <  Tib. snag  tsha 
       Mu-nya has three kinds of Declaratives:  /  ni33/, /  1333/, and / ti33/. They represent 
       evidentiality of the statement by the speaker. / ni33/ is used for general statements 
       independently, /  ip33/ is used for statements with certainty, and / ti33/ expresses 
      confirmation or discovery.  /  733/ and /  ti33/ are often combined together as  /  Tie 
       =ti55/. (but cannot be said in reversed order as */ ti55  13E33/). 
0008. Yes. It is my ink. 
 nu33=ti55.  rjLU33  =ya55  na33tsha"  ni33. 
   DEC  I GNT ink DEC 
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0009. Is that his/her bamboo pen? 
 wo33tsui55  7u55tsul33=ya35  ime3ku55  fie33=  13u55 ti33? 
    that s/he GNT pen IRG DEC 
 ?n33tsul55/  `this'  ` s/he' (proximal) and /  wo33tsue5/  `that'  ` s/he' (distal) are distin-
       guished in the demonstrative and the third personal pronouns, which are the same 
        word form. 
       proximal /  7n33tstu55/  `this'  ` s/he' [sg.] /  7e33nut55/  `these'  ` they'  [p1.] 
       distal /  wo33tstu55/  `that'  ` s/he' [sg.]  /  wo33nui55/` those'  ` they'  [pl.] 
0010. No. That is not his/her bamboo pen. 
 1tu33=  755  ti33.  703tstu55=ya33  aU331{U55  atU33=  tp55  ti33. 
    NEG DEC s/he GNT pen  NEG DEC 
       The negative forms of Declaratives are: /  IgL133=ni55/, /  aut33=  755/, /  aU133=  ti55/, 
       and /  nat33-  755ti33/. 
0011. Who are you? 
       5555 33       na55xaije359 
     you who DEC 
       This IRG sentence assumes the answer will use DEC  /  755 / to express the topic on 
       the person himself who answers this question as the 1st person subject. This shows 
       that the DEC does not always correspond to the person of the subject. 
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0012. I'm bKra shis. 
 131-11"  IP55Qi33  13E33 
                                                                                              . 
 I bKra shis DEC 
       Mu-nya people name themselves in Tibetan. The example shows a typical change 
       in pronunciation from Written Tibetan to Mu-nya pronunciation: [tp559i33]  <  Tib. 
       bKra shis. 
0013. Who is this person? 
 7E33tS11155  Xa5511M33  ni33? 
    s/he who DEC 
      This sentence is asking about a third person, using DEC / ni33 / for a general state-
         ment. 
0014. S/he is my classmate. 
 7u33tstu55  ip.155  =ya33  khi33Zi55Mi33  ncl7Pu35  ni33. 
     s/he I GNT student friend DEC 
 khi33zi55mi33  ndzu35 / 'classmate'  <  /  khi33Zi55  'study' + / =mi33 / NMR (person) 
       + /  nd*-1135  I 'friend' 
0015. Are you a teacher? 
      na55 ge33ge55  fia33=  ip35? 
      you teacher IRG DEC 
       /  ge33ge55 / 'teacher' <  Tib. dge rgen 
       The interrogative forms of Declaratives are: / fia33= ni55?  /, /  fie33=  13u55?  /, and 
      /  fie33=  ue55ti33?  /, which are chosen according to the prediction to the evidential of 
       the answer. There is no interrogative form  */ fia33= ti55?  I. 
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0016. No. I'm not a teacher. 
 i,m33=  tp".  titu55  ge33ge55  aut33= 
     IRG DEC I teacher IRG DEC 
0017. Is s/he also a student? 
 7e33tsul55=nut55  kht33Zi55111i33  fiE33=  11B55 ti33? 
     s/he also student  IRG DEC 
 /=mu55 / is a PCL meaning to add another item to the topic, which comes after the 
       noun that is being added. 
0018. Yes. S/he is a student, too. 
 nu33 ti55.  2U33tsul55=nut55  khi33Zi55Mi33  ni35. 
    DEC s/he also student DEC 
0019. Which class are you in? 
      na55  xa33dzuu55  ndzu133tga"  khi33zi55mi33 ni33? 
    you what class student DEC 
 /  ndztu33tca55  /  'class'  <  Tib.  'dzin  grwa 
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0020. I'm in the Tibetan class. 
 ritu55 pu55  ydi33nduT33  lei33zi55mi33  733. 
 I Tibetan letters student DEC 
      /  pu55 /  'Tibetan'  <  Tib. Bod 
      The object is put after the verb without PCL. i.e.  'study Tibetan' is expressed as 
      / pu55  ytii33ndu133  [°p]  khi33zi55 /  'Tibetan letters study' [object + verb] literally. 
0021. Is s/he a student at the Nationalities Cadre School? 
 7u55tstu33  mm33ri55  le33ka551E33t55  =khU33  khi33Zi55ifil33 
       s/he  nationalities  work school inside student 
 fiE33=  1p55  ti33? 
      IRG DEC 
       
/  mieri55 /  'nationalities'  <  Tib.  mi rigs 'race' 
       /  1e33ka55 / 'work' < Tib. las ka 
/  le33tW5  / 'school'  <  Tib. slob grwa 
0022. No, s/he is a student at the Nationalities Teacher Training School. 
 Thul33=  755 ti33,  7V55tSUT33  mu133ri55=ya33 ge33ge55  VUI33  =M155 
      NEG DEC s/he nationalities  GNT teacher do person 
 =ya33  1A55tM55=khU33  khi33Zi55Mi33  1p55  ti33. 
        GNT school inside student DEC 
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0023. Who sweeps the floor today? 
 ptu33si55  fia33-rue5=ra"  Za551111133 ni33? 
      today DIR sweep  NMR person who DEC 
      /  ra33 / NMR [genitive]  <  /  re / NMR + / ya33 / PCL [genitive] 
       A Mu-nya verb consists of a DIR and a stem. They have 8  DIRes which are: 
 frua33-1 [upward]  {n033-} [downward] 
 {yul33-} [to upper stream]  {fia33-} [to down stream] 
 {ngtu33-} [towards the speaker]  lthe33-1 [away from the speaker] 
 {ru133-} [rounding]  {khm33-} [non-specific direction] 
       The vowels in these DIRes will be assimilated to the stem of the verb. 
       Some verbs take fixed combination with a prefix without specific direction of the 
        movement. 
0024. Me. 
 1u155  [733/  ni33]. 
    I DEC 
0025. Who played ball yesterday? 
 j  i55  Si35  PG551055  khI1133  -tShA55  =111133  Xa551111133 ni33? 
      yesterday ball DIR play person who DEC 
 /  ji33si55—  ji33sm"  /'yesterday'; /  pui33si55—  pm33sm55  /'today';  /  Sa33S155^'  sa33sm55  /
 `tomorrow' 
 /  pa551o" / 'ball'  <  Tib. spo  lo 
 khU1334ShA55 / 'play' has DIR  {khu133-} [non-specific direction] 
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0026. The students from the math class. 
 tsi55t§u55  khi33  Zi55Mi33=ya55  ndzu33-nui55  ni33. 
      mathematics student GNT friend (p1.) DEC 
 tsi55tsu55 / 'mathematics': The first syllable is derived from Tib.  rtsis 
0027. Where is your hometown? 
 na33  =ya55  Ph  a33jU55  fit33XP55  ni33  ? 
       you GNT hometown where DEC 
 /  pha33ju55 / 'hometown' <  Tib.  pha  yul 'home country' 
0028. I'm from sDe dge. 
 13m33  =ya55  pha33jU55  de33ge55  ni33 
 I GNT hometown sDe dge DEC 
      / de33ge55 / (place name) < Tib. sDe dge 
0029. Is s/he from Dar rtse mdo? 
 7t33tsue5  ta55tstendu33=pa55  fie33=  iits5 ti33? 
      s/he Dar rtse  mdo person IRG DEC 
      /  ta55tstii55ndu33 / (place name)  <  Tib.Dar  rtse mdo 
      / pa55 /  (sfx)  <  Tib. pa (suffix: indicating person) 
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0030. No, s/he is from dKar mdzes. 
 ain33=  DU55  t133.  ?u33tstu55  ka33ndzi35=vuu33  ni33. 
     NEG DEC s/he dKar mdzes person DEC 
       /  16133ndzi35 / (place name) < Tib. dKar mdzes
0031. Whose child is this? 
 pu33tshis5  tsm33tsa55  tsm33 xa55na33  ni55? 
     child small (it) whose DEC 
       A simple adjective comes after its modified noun. e.g. 'small child' as / pu33tshi55 
 tstetsa55 / 'child small' literally. Speakers sometimes put the PCL /  tsi.u33 / 'it' 
      after the  adjective instead of  NUM + CLS to indicate the ending of the modifier in 
       the noun phrase. 
0032. It is Blo bzang's family's (child). 
 1y55za33=na33  ni33. 
       Blo bzang  [pl.  GNT] DEC 
 1y55Za33 / (personal name)  <  Tib. Blo bzang 
       / na33 /  [pl. GNT]  <  /  nu133 / (pl.) + / ya33 / PCL  [genitive] cf. /  xa55na33 / 'whose'. 
       See 0003 note. 
0033. How old is s/he? (For children below the age  of  ten) 
 7B33tsu155 kwi55  xa33tsi55  ni33? 
      s/he age how-many DEC 
 Xa33tSi55  "."  Za33ti55 (+ CLS)  'how many' 
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0034. He is ten (this year). 
 7e33tsul55 kwi55  fia33k055=ki33 ni33. 
     s/he age ten CLS DEC 
       CLS / ki33 / is a measure wordforcounting age. Mu-nya numerals are usually used 
      with classifiers (CLS) or measure words. The numerals from 1 to 10 with the gen-
       eral classifier  /=1055 / are as follows: 1. /  te55.1055 / 2. /  te33---ze / 3. /  so55=1055 / 
       4. /  rm55=1055 / 5. /  Na55=1055  / 6.  I  tei55.10" / 7. /  n155=1055 / 8. /  eu55=1055 / 
 9. /  utu55=1055 / 10.  /  fia33k055=1033  I. The '2' shows an irregular form, which 
        means 'one pair'. 
0035. Are you Han-Chinese or Tibetan? 
      na55  Eu55  fin33=  tit55 ti33rtu55 pu33pa55 ni33? 
      you Han IRG DEC or Tibetan DEC 
 I  pu33pas5  I 'Tibetan'  <  Tib.  Bod  pa 
       The frame for 'Is/Are (S) A or B?' is expressed as (S) A  fiE33=755ti33  rw" B 
 ni33?. 
0036. I'm Han-Chinese. 
 rui55  Ka55 ni33. 
 I Han DEC 
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0037. Does s/he study Chinese or Tibetan? 
 7u33  tsul55  Ka33  yul55ndul33  khi33Zi55Mi33  frE33=  1055 ti33  rut" 
     s/he Han letters student IRG DEC or 
      pu55  yul33ndut33  khi33zi55mi33 ni55? 
       Tibetan letters student DEC 
       The literal translation of this sentence should be 'Is s/he (a) student studying 
       Chinese letters or (a) student studying Tibetan letters?' 
0038. S/he studies Tibetan. 
 7n33tstu55 pu55  yd.133ndue3  khi33Zi55Mi33  ni33. 
      s/he Tibetan letters student DEC 
       The literal translation of this sentence should be  `S/he is (a) student studying 
       Tibetan letters.' 
0039. What is the date today? 
 put55si55  tshe33pa55  xa33 ti55 ni33? 
      today date how-many DEC        
/  tshe33pa55 / 'date'  <  Tib.  tshes  pa 
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0040. Today is May first. 
 plu55si55 nda33wa55  ija33pa55  tshe33  tQi55  ni33. 
      today month five -th date one  DEC 
       / nda33wa55 / 'month' < Tib.  zla  ba       
/  Da"pa"  / 'fifth'  <  Tib.  nga  pa 
 tShe33  tgi55 /  'day first' < Tib.  tshes gcig 
       Mu-nya uses the Tibetan numeral system for dates. Every month is expressed as 
 / nda33wa55  / 'month' + 1st to 12th. Tibetan numerals in Mu-nya pronunciation 
       are as follows: 1.  /  tpi55 / gcig 2. /  u.i55 / gnyis 3. /  si555/ gsum 4. /  / bzhi 
 5./  13a55  Inv  6.  /  tsu55 / drug  7.  /  dO55  I  bdun 8. /  dzwe55 / brgyad  9.  / gu55  / dgu 
       10.  /  tQu55i bcu 11.  I  tcetc155  / bcu  gcig 12. /  t6u55ii155  I bcu gnyis. Tibetan 
       ordinal numbers are made by basic numerals plus suffix / pa55  /  pa, except for the 
       'first': /  tembu55  /  dang  po. 
0041. What day of the week is it today? 
 ptu55si55  zi55  xa33tsi55 ni33? 
       today week how-many DEC  
/  n55 /  'week'  <  Tib. gza' 
0042. Today is Friday. 
 pm55si55  zn55  pa55sd55  ni33 
                                                                                                                        . 
      today week Friday  DEC 
      Mu-nya uses the Tibetan system for the days of the week as follows:  
/  zu55  n155ma55  /  gza'  nyi  nut 'Sunday'  
/  zn55 nda55wa55 /  gza'  zla  ba 'Monday' 
 zn55  Mi55=55  gza'  mig dmar 'Tuesday'        
/  in"  ki55pa55 /  gza'  lhag  pa 'Wednesday'        
/  zn55  phu55pu55 /  gza'  phur  pu 'Thursday'  
I  zn55  pa55sO55 /  gza'  pa sangs  'Friday'        
/  zn55  pe5mbe  /  gza'spen  pa 'Saturday' 
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0043. What time is it now? 
 tete  1911111331ShU55  Xa33ti55  1h11133-Va55  =S11.133? 
     now hour how-many DIR pass SFX 
 WhLIT33tShU55 /  'hour'  <  Tib. chu  tshod 
       /  thieva55 /  ` (time) pass' has DIR  {t4e33-} [away from the speaker]. 
       /  sul33 / is a suffix that is put after a (controllable) verb to indicate perfective. 
0044. Five past ten. 
 tehm33tshu55fia33ku55=1033  rui55  ka33ma55  Na33=1053  thte-va55 
     hour ten  us and minute five CLS DIR  pass 
 =ga133. 
         SFX 
       / kema55  /  'minute' < Tib. skar ma 
       Basic numerals from 1 to 10 with general classifier  / =1055  /, see 0034 note. 
0045. Is this folding knife sharp? 
 7v55tsta33  fia33gur55  rat33tpe55 ndzd33ndza55  ?a55= ti33 ? 
    this folding knife sharp IRG DEC 
       The basic structure of the modification in Mu-nya is as follows: 
      (Pronoun) Noun (Adjective) (Numeral + Classifier) 
 (  )  shows it can be omitted. 
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0046. This folding knife is very sharp. 
 7t55tsul33  fia33gm55  rui33tce55  tsui33  tehu133tcha55  ndzd33ndza55 ti33. 
    this folding knife (it) very sharp DEC 
      Many Mu-nya adjectives are duplicated in their basic forms like /  ndzEi33ndza55 /
       'sharp'. (Duplicated) adjectives can occur predicatively with Declaratives: 
      Predicate Adjective + Declarative 
      Adjectives occuring in the predicate should be a duplicated mono-syllabic adj. or 
       a poly-syllabic adj. 
0047. Is your pen new? 
      na33=ya55  al133kU55 sa55pa55  fie33=  755 ti33? 
     you GNT pen new IRG DEC
       /  sa55pa55 'new'  <  Tib.  gsar  pa 
0048. My pen is brand new. 
 na33=ya55  nu33ku55 sa55pa55  su55tsu53  na33 
     you GNT pen new quite DEC 
0049. How are you? 
      na33  mbtu55 fia33= pa55  755? 
     you fine IRG SFX DEC 
 Mbil155 /  [v.] 'feel good; be comfortable' 
      / pa55 / is a suffix that is put after a (controllable) verb to indicate the imperfective. 
      The vowel of this SFX agrees with the person of the subject. 2nd  (sg./pl.) V IRG 
       =pa33  755  [+certain] ? But the DEC showing the evidentiality of the speaker does 
      not agree with the person of the subject. 
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0050. I'm fine. 
 nm55  mbul33=po55  13B33. 
 I fine SFX DEC 
       The vowel of imperfective SFX /  po55 / agrees with person of the subject. 
 1st  (sg./  pl.)  11 V  =1)033  1F55  [+certain]. 
0051. How's bKra shis? 
 tp55pi33  mbtu55  7a55= pi33? 
       bKra shis fine IRG  SFX 
       The vowel of imperfective SFX  /  pi33/ agrees with person of the subject. 
      3rd  (sg./p1.)  11 V =pi33  (ni33[-certain]), 
0052. bKra shis is fine. 
 t§a"Qi"  mblu55  tha33tc055  ni33 
                                                                                                                                       . 
      bKra shis fine really DEC 
 th0.33t9055 / 'really'  <  Tib.  thag  chod 
0053. How is the harvest this year? 
 pue3vm55  1o33to55  si55vui55  fia33= ti55? 
       this year harvest good IRG DEC 
 ii33V11155 / 'last year'; /  put33vut" / 'this year';  /  sa33vul" / 'next year'.  
/  1o33to55 /  'harvest' < Tib.  lo tog 'crops'        
/  si55vuj55  /  [si:55vut55]: the morph  /  si"  / is longer than /  vut"  I. 
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0054. The harvest is good. 
 pu133vm55  1033to55  si55vte  ti33. 
      this year harvest good DEC 
       Adverbs of time such as 'yesterday, today, tomorrow; last year, this year, next year; 
       last time, now', etc. should come at the head of the sentence or after the subject. 
0055. Is your family okay? 
 tce33=1ChU55  ndau33=ri55  xa33tsue5mtu33 ti35? 
      house inside eat  NMR how-about DEC 
       /  ndzw33ri55 / 'the condition of living'  <  / ndzw33 / 'eat' + /  ri55 / NMR = 'eating' 
       /  xa33tstu55mtu33 /  'how about'  <  /  xa33tstu55 /  'how' + / mift33 / 'exist' 
0056. They (We)'re fine. 
 tpe33  =khu55 ndzui33=ri55  tchue3tea55  si55vuj55  ti33. 
     house inside living very good DEC 
0057. Can I write it like this? 
 Di55  V33MU5511t1133  =tS11133k11133  khai33_ri55  =th,e33ni55  fia33_=  1Ja55 
 I  [AGT] this way with DIR write if IRG proper 
 ti33? 
        DEC 
      / iji55 / [agentive form]  <  /  rJuz55  / 'I' +  /  ji55 / PCL [agentive] 
       Verb/Adjective + /  tr33ili55 / 'if  ' 
 /  tja's  /  [ija55—  ijx5s] 'proper, well' this adjective combine with DEC / ti33 /. The 
      vowel  of  / 13a55  / [ija  ijx] is front, distinguished from DEC /  tie / whose vowel 
       is central [n]. 
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0058. Yes, you can (write it this way). 
 u33mu55niu33  khiu33_ri55.the33ni33  1033  ti55 
                                                                                                                                                                              . 
      this way DIR rite if proper DEC 
       The verb /  khUi33-ri55 / 'write' has DIR {khre-} [non-specific direction]. 
0059. Did I write this correctly? 
 ni55  kh11133-ri55  1e336555  fia33=  I)a55 ti33? 
 I [AGT] DIR  write  way IRG proper DEC 
 1e33t1355 /  'way'  <  Tib. las stangs 
0060. Yes! 
 na33  ti55. 
       properDEC 
0061. Did I write this word/letter/character well? 
 ?n55tS11133  yul33ndU155  kh11133-1i551e33t655 fia33=  na55 ti33? 
      this letter(s) DIR  write  way IRG proper DEC 
0062. You wrote it very well. 
 khui33_ri55  tetu33t9ha55  th33_11e55=stu33. 
       DIR write very DIR do well  SFX 
 th033755 /  is a verb derived from adjective /  10.55 I. This verb consists of DIR 
 {thu33-} [away from the speaker] and stem /  11B55  /, whose vowel is different from 
       the corresponding adjective /  10.55 I. See 0057 note. 
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0063. Do you have a small knife? 
      ne33  fia33gui55  rut33t9e55  fid55=  ndza33  ne33? 
       you  [Aar] folding knife IRG have DEC 
       / ne33 /  'you' [agentive form]  <  / na33 /  'you' +  /  ji55 / PCL [agentive] 
       /  ndza33 /  [v]  'have' requires agentive PCL to the subject. And the vowel / a / agrees 
       with the 2nd person subject. The paradigm of the verb /  ndza33/  'have' is in appen-
       dix: Declaratives and classification of verbs. 
0064. Yes, I have a knife. 
 i3i55  fia33gu155  nu33tee55  ta33=za55  ndza35  73. 
       I  [AGT] folding knife one  us have DEC        
/  rul33tqe55 ta33=za55  / 'a knife': Noun  NUM + CLS 
0065. Does s/he have a bamboo pen? 
 ?U33tSi55  1U331(1155  fie3=  nd*Y55 ti33? 
      s/he  [AGT] pen IRG have DEC 
 W.I33kU55  `(bamboo) pen'  <  Tib. smyu gu 
 /  ndzy33 /  'have' has a different vowel /  Y / which agrees with the 3rd person subject 
      in this sentence. And the 3rd person subject requires DEC / ti33/ [+confirm]. 
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0066. S/he has a good bamboo pen. 
 7v33tsi55  A1133kU55  si33viu55 ta33=za55  ndzy55 ti33. 
 s/he  [AGT] pen good one  ms have DEC 
       The basic structure of modification in Mu-nyais as follows: 
      (Pronoun) Noun (Adjective) (Numeral + Classifier);  (  )  shows it can be omit-
       ted. If the pronoun does not take the agentive; e.g. /  h33tstu55  Theku"  si33vtu" 
       ta33 =za55  /, then this phrase means 'this good bamboopen' literally, /  7r33tsui" / 
       will be a demonstrative pronoun. But the pronoun in the above example shows the 
       agentive form which agrees with the verb /  ndzy55  /  ` have'; it is not a demonstrative 
       pronoun but rather is the subject. Demonstrative pronouns never take the agentive 
       form contrastively. 
0067. How many Tibetan textbooks do you have? 
 ne55 pu55ji55  khi33Zi55=rA33  =Ya33  yif133ndul55  Za33ti55  IldZa55 
       you  [AGT] Tibetan study NMR GNT book how many have 
 ij.e? 
        DEC 
       /  pu55ji55 /  'Tibetan letters' < Tib.  bod  yig 
0068. I only have one Tibetan textbook. 
 lj  i55 pu55ji55  khi33Zi55  =TA33  =ya33  ytit33ndm55 ta55 =va55 
 I  [AGT] Tibetan study  NMR GNT book one  cLs 
 mm33tshe55  3=  ndzu  33  13E3  . 
 except  for  NEG have DEC 
       /  ta55=va"  mut33tshe"/ can also be expressed as /  tr33=1055  mr33to" / 
       /  ndzr33 /  'have': the vowel /  n  / agrees with the 1st person subject. 
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0069. How many dictionaries does s/he have? 
 7n33tsi"  tsfri55ndz055  ytendul"  xa"ti"  n&y55 ti33? 
       s/he [AGT] dictionary book how many have DEC 
       /  tshi55ndz055 / 'dictionary' < Tib.  tshig mdzod 
0070. S/he only has one dictionary. 
 h33tsi55tsfr155ndzo55  yul55ndtu33 ta55 =va55  mue3tshe55 
       s/he  [AGT]dictionary book one  cLs except for 
 1t133=  nd4y55 ti33. 
      NEG have DEC 
 / ta55=va55  mtu33tshe55 / can also be expressed as /  tr33=1055  mu33to55  /. 
0071. How many people are there in your family? 
 na55=ya33  tP  e33  =khU55  MU33ill55  Xa33ti55  nd*tu33  733? 
       you GNT house inside people how manyhave DEC 
       /  tce33 / 'house' also means 'home'. /  =khu55 / 'in' is a PCL put after nouns. 
      This interrogative sentence takes DEC /  ijn33 / [certainstatement; basically used 
      with the  1st person  subject] because this question predicts the answer from the  1st 
       person's point of view (i.e. the answering person's own situation).
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0072. There are six people in my family. 
 1jul55  =ya33  Iqe33=khu55miu33ni55 tphI•55.                                           ZI1133  acI7PI1133 
 I GNT house inside people six  cLs have DEC 
 =Z1. .133 / is the CLS for counting people. The expression for counting one to ten 
       people are as follows: /  tu33=ziu" /  'one person', /  nut33=zu155 / 'two people', 
       /  so33=m1155 / 'three people', /  nte3=zat55 / 'four people', / Na33=zul55 / 'five people', 
        /  tei33=ZU.155  'six  people',  /  ui33=z1u55 /  'seven  people',  /  qu33=ZU155  /  'eight people', 
        /  tigw1u33-zua" / 'nine people', /  fia331(055=ztu33 / 'ten people'.
0073. How many people are there in his/her family? 
 7e55tstu33=ya33  IPe33=kh1155mtu33ni55  Xa33f155  nd433 ni33? 
       s/he GNT house inside people how many have DEC 
       This interrogative sentence takes DEC / ni33 /  [general statement] because this 
       question is asking the 3rd person's situation. 
0074. There are seven or eight people in his family. 
 7r55tsut33=ya33  Ne33=khU55  1),I33=Z11155  CV33=ZUI55  nclzi33  ni33• 
       s/he GNT house inside seven  us eight  cLs have DEC 
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0075. What do you do (are you doing) today? 
 ptu55si55  [na33xa33dzut55 vut33]=ri55  nd*e55  iji33? 
     today you what doNMR have DEC. 
       This is a complex sentence expressed as 'Do you have what (= anything) to do 
      today?' literally. 
       The subject does not agree with the verb /  ndwe" /  'have' which requires an agen-
      tive form for the subject, but agrees with the verb /  vtu33 / 'do' in the phrase /  [na" 
 xa33dzu155  vw33]=ri55 / 'what (do) you do', which does not require the agentive 
        form. 
0076. I don't have anything to do today. 
 p1u55si55  [i'jtu55  ?a33ti55  vu155] =ri55  tii55=  n0e53  nu33. 
    today  I any do  NMR  NEG have DEC. 
 ji33SUI55  `yesterday';  / plu"sul" /  ` today'; /  sa33stu55 /  'tomorrow'. cf. 'last year; 
       this year; next year' in 0053 note. 
       /  ?a33ti55 / [?a33ti55—  fia33ti55—  xa33ti551 'how many; what; any'. cf. 0067, 0069, 
      0071, 0073. 
      The subject does not agree with the verb /  ndzy" /  'have' which requires the 
      agentive form for the subject, but agrees with the verb /  vt133 / 'do' in the phrase 
      /  [nu155  ?a33ti55  viu55]=ri55 /  ` (that) I do anything', whichdoes not require the  agen-
       tive form. 
0077. What do you need to do now? 
 teifi55 [na55 ?a33ti55  vui33] =ri55  7.03=  n4r53  tji33? 
    now you any do NMR IRG have DEC 
      The subject / na55 /  'you' is not agentive and does not agree with the verb /  ndwe" / 
 `have' in this sentence. See 0075 note. 
      IRG  {fin33} has allophones:  [fia33—  2.01 and the vowel will be assimilated to the 
       stem of the verb. 
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0078. I need to wash clothes now. 
 tchm55  [mu"  tshe55ww55  na33-Ko55]  =ri55  nd*n" 
     now  I cloth DIR wash  NMR have DEC 
       /  nct"ise /  'wash' has DIR  {ne-} [downward] whose vowel is assimilated to the 
         stem. 
       The subject /  naT55  T is not agentive and does not agree with the verb /  nd*-e" / 
 `have' in this sentence. See 0075 note. 
0079. Where was bKra shis just now? 
 tP55Qi33  te11155  7U33  xa55  11403? 
       bKra shis now where exist  
/  tp55033 / (personal name)  <  Tib. bKra-shis 
       /  nd433 /  'have; exist'; the vowel agrees with the 2nd person subject: When this 
       verb is used to express the existence of something, the evidential of the verb is 
       [-confirm], so the speaker does not know whether the respondent has seen bKra 
       shis or not in this interrogative sentence. DEC  /  ni"  / [generalstatement] can be 
      added after the verb  /  nd433  I. 
0080. bKra shis was in the classroom just now. 
 tp55ci33  N1111.155  [khi33-Zi55=rA33  Ne33]=kh1155  MU33 
                                                                                                                                                                                                   . 
       bKra shis now DIR study NMR house inside exist 
 / mu33  / 'exist'  [+confirm]: the speaker saw bKra-shis was in the classroom. 
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0081. Who else is in the classroom? 
 [khi33-zi55=rA33  (=ya33)  tce33]  =khU55  Za551111133  Za55111.1133  mtu55? 
      DIR study  NMR GNT house inside who who exist 
      / mu33 / 'exist'  [+confirm]: the speaker predicts the one who will answer this ques-
       tion saw someone was in the classroom. 
       /  za55nw33  xa55nm33mui"? /  'who were there?' duplicated interrogative pronouns 
       predict that there were more than one person in the classroom. 
0082. Tshe ring and Blo bzang were. 
 [tshe55ri55 nu33  lu55zd]  =n1u33  mw55. 
       Tshe ring and Blo bzang(pl.) exist 
 /  tshe55re5 / (personal name)  <  Tib. Tshe ring 
 /  1y55za33  / (personal name)  < Tib. Blo bzang 
0083. What is on the platform? 
 [nu33  -CA55  =TA33  teU155]=pu.55  Xa33dzu155  ru33  -tC11155  =SU133? 
      DIR speak NMR GNT podium on what DIR put SFX 
       The verb /  nu33-en55  /  'speak' has DIR /  nu33 / <  {n1133-}[downward]. 
      The verb /  ru33-tcues / 'put' has DIR / ru33 / <  {rui33-}[rounding], but this pfx 
       does not express real direction of the action, but takes habitual combination in this 
         case. 
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0084. There are books and chalk. 
 ytit55ndul33  rtu33  Sa331),1133  TU334911155  = SUI33 
     book and chalk DIR put SFX 
 I  sa33au33 / 'chalk'  <  Tib. sa smyug 
       SFX /  sue' / is put after a verb and means the verb has done and remaining its 
        result. 
       The paradigm of SFX is in appendix: Declaratives and classification of verbs. 
0085. What are those people doing? 
 thi33phv  55  mui33ni55.mu55  xa33dzuj55  vui33 
     there people  (pl.) what do  SFX 
 thi33phE55 / 'that side; there', which is distinct from /  n  33phe 'this side; here'. 
       The suffix / pi33  / is put after a verb which means the verb has not done, and often 
       expresses the action is in progress. 
0086. They are all buying books. 
       me33me55  tstu33-ji35  ytil55ndut33  khU33  -thU5C-pi35. 
     everybody AGT book DIR buy SFX 
       The verb /  kh.e33-the /  'buy' has DIR  {leltu33-} [non-specific direction], the vowel 
       is assimilated to the stem. This prefix does not express real direction of the action, 
       but takes habitual combination with the stem in this case. 
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0087. What kinds of books are for sale? 
 yti155ndm33  xa33dzu155  xa33dzu155  thi55  155  mm55? 
     book what what DIR sell NMR exist 
       The duplication of the interrogative pronouns such as /  xa33dzte  xa33dzi1155 / 
       'what (and) what' predicate the answer will include more than one thing. 
       The verb /  thi33-ji55  [thi33_ji55  the33_je55  th33_iy55,  ] 'sell' has DIR /  thi33-/ < 
 {thU33-} [away from the speaker], the vowel of  pfx is assimilated to the stem. 
0088. There are all kinds of books for sale. 
 yilt55ndul33  xa33dzu155  ku33iTe55  thi55-ji55=ri"  mu155. 
     book what kind DIR sell  NivrR exist 
       Interrogative pronouns are also used as indefinite pronouns with other words: 
       /  xa33dzu155 / 'what' >  /  xa33dzw55  la3311e55 / 'what kind' = 'whatever; anything' 
0089. What's your name? 
      (a)  na33  =-1e55  mi55  X  a33da.U55 mi33 ni55? 
 you DAT name what name DEC 
      (b) na33  --1e55 mi55  xa33dztu55  tut33-pi55 ni33? 
         you DAT name what DIR call DEC 
      It is unnatural to use genitive PCL /=ya33 / instead of dative PCL /=1e55 / in these 
        sentences. 
       The verb  /  tin33-pi55  / 'call' has  DIR  /  tu133-/ [upward]. 
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0090. My name is Tshe ring. 
 13w55  =1e33 mi55  tshe55ri33  tut33-pi" ni33. 
 I DAT name Tshe ring DIR call DEC 
       /  tshe'ri" / (personal name)  <  Tib. Tshe ring 
0091. What's his/her name? 
 7e33tsw55--.1e33 mi55  xa33dztu"  ttu33-pi55 ni33? 
      s/he DAT name what DIR call DEC 
0092. His name is Don grub. 
 7.03  tSUI55  =1e33  t633ildKU55  ttu33-pi"  ni33. 
      s/he DAT Don grub DIR call DEC        
/  f633ndKu55  / (personal name)  <  Tib. Don grub 
0093. Where are you going? 
      na55  703  Xa5  5 tha33-nda55  n133? 
      you where DIR go DEC 
       The interrogative pronoun 'where' has some word forms:        
/  7t33xa55 / /  7v33xa55tchv33  / /  xa33tche  /. 
       The verb /  tha33-nda' / 'go' has DIR  {thu33-} [away from the speaker]. This verb 
       mainly focuses on the starting point where the speaker is, and seeing the answerer 
       is going to leave there and go somewhere else. 
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0094. I'm going over there. 
 1311155  thi33phr53  th-d33-ndo35  1033. 
 I over there DIR go DEC 
      /  thi33phe5 / 'that side; there', often used to indicate the opposite bank. This word is 
      distinct  from  /  ephe I 'this side; here'. 
0095. What are you going to do? 
      na55  [xa33dzu.155  vain  =TV55  XUI33  =pa55  ge33? 
    you what do to go  SFX DEC 
 `go to do (sth.)' is expressed as / V  =re  xtu33  (=po55)  /. This frame is used for the 
       imperfect aspect. cf. 0099 note. 
       PCL /  M55 / means 'in order to; for the purpose of'. 
0096. I'm going to borrow (a) book(s). 
 1)u55  33ndm55 khu133  -1)u155  =m33  xtu33  =po55  Dv33. 
 I book DIR borrow to go  SFX DEC 
       The verbs for 'borrow' and 'lend' share the samestem but distinct by different DIRes. 
       /  khul33-gtu55 / 'borrow' has DIR  {khui33-} [non-specificdirection]; /  thu33-i]tu55 / 
       'lend' has DIR  {the-} [away from the speaker] respectively. 
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0097. Where did s/he go? 
 7n55tstu33  Za33tPlI155 ra33  =sui55 ni33? 
     s/he where gone  SFX DEC 
       The interrogative pronoun  'where' has some word forms: see 0093 note. 
       The verb /  /T33 / (imperfect) 'come to' means 'to arrive at or reach a place', mainly 
       focuses on the arriving point. The destination word comes to the preceding position 
       of the verb as a direct object without PCL. This verb is directionless, and does not 
       combine with directional prefixes. The vowel is pronounced as /  ra33 / in perfect 
       aspect when the action has done, distinct from PCL /=m33 / 'in order to': see 0099 
         note. 
0098. S/he went out (to town). 
 7n55tstu33  tsh033te.e55  .khu53  ra33  =sui55 ni33. 
       s/he market place inside gone  SFX DEC 
 tSh033teA55  / 'market place' < Tib.  tshong khrom 
0099. What did s/he go to do? 
 7n55tsm33 [xa33dau55  VUI33] =FB55  ra33  =sui55 ni33? 
    s/hewhat do to gone  SFX DEC 
 `(have) gone to do (sth.)' is expressed as / V  =m55  ra33  (=sui55)  I. This frame is used 
       for the perfect aspect. cf. 0095 note. 
       PCL /  ru55 / means 'in order to; for the purpose of'. 
 0100. S/he went to buy some stuff. 
 7v55tSLI33  tQa55kha55  qhua33  _ttu55=m33  ra33=stu55  ni33. 
     s/he stuff DIR buy to gone  SFX DEC 
 t9a551(ha55 / 'stuff'  <  Tib. ca kha (Khams dialect) 
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0101. Do you want to go to the library? 
      na55  pe55ndzo55khd55=khu33  xw33  .paSS  fia33= 
     you library inside go  SFX IRG DEC 
      /  pe55ndz055khift" / 'library'  <  Tib. dpe mdzod khang 
0102. Yes, I want to go and read the dKar mdzes newspaper. 
 nv33.  nu155 kA33ndze55  sa33ndzu155  kh11133-NA551-133  =1T33  XIII33 
     DEC I dKar mdzes news paper DIR read to go 
       =po55  733. 
         SFX DEC 
      / kA33ndze55 / (place name)  <  Tib. dKar  mdzes 
       /  sä33m4u155 / 'news' < Tib. gsar 'gyur 
0103. Shall we both (dual) go together? 
 je33ni55nue3 ta331a55  xe55  2a55=ri33? 
       we [inclusive] together go IRG MOD 
       The personal pronoun 'we' distinguishes exclusive/inclusive of the listener or audi-
       ence as follows: 
       exclusive  /  tjue3nu155  /  'we' /  ljm33ni55nui33 / 'we two' [dual] 
      inclusive  /  je33nue / 'we (with you)'  /  je33ni55nue3 / 'you and I'  [dual] 
       / ri33 / 'let's  —; shall we  —', is a modal verb? Functionand usage of this word is 
       unidentified, it is necessary further investigation. 
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0104. Okay! Let's both go together. 
      ri!  /  733  ti"!  je33ni55nui33 ta331a55 (thA33-)Km55  Xi35. 
      MOD / DEC we [inclusive] togetherDIR go MOD 
 xi33 / 'need to; will' is a Modal put after other verbs. 
0105. Did s/he go to see his teacher? 
 ?n55tstu33  ge33ge55=ku33  ra33  =sm55  nv55 ti35? 
      s/he teacher place gone SFX IRG DEC 
       /  ge33ge55  / 'teacher'  <  Tib. dge rgen 
       sb + / ku33  / 'place' means'somebody's place'. 
0106. Yes, s/he did. 
       3355 .35      ra =stuni35. 
       gone SFX DEC 
0107. Where are you from? 
      na55  7n33xa55tc33  =tsue3km33  re33  lye55 ni33? 
     you where from come  SFX DEC 
       Asking or explaining someone's home town as  'Where are you  from?'  ` I am from 
          Mu-nya expresses  /  ru33  / 'come' plus imperfect (including progressive/condi-
      tion) SFX  {poss} with DEC / ni33 / [general  statement]. It is worthy of note that the 
       perfect SFX  {sul33} cannot be used instead of {po55} in this sentence. 
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0108. I am from Li thang. 
 1)11155  1i33thd55  =tsu.1331(tu33  ru33 =po55  ni33. 
 I Li thang from come SFX DEC 
 1i33thd55 / (place name)  <  Tib. Li thang 
0109. Where is s/he from? 
      (a)  7.n33tsul55  xa33ti55=tsu.1331au33  rU33 =pi55 ni33? 
        s/he what from come SFX DEC 
      (b)  7n33tstu55  fia33xa55=1e33  re33 =pi55 ni33? 
         s/he where from come SFX DEC 
       The vowel alternation in imperfect SFX {po55} agrees with the person of subject 
       is as follows: 
      /  Ouzss  (lst)11V =po ni./; /  nass (2nd) II V  =pv ni.  /; /  u55tsw33  (3rd)I1 V =pi ni./ 
       cf. 0133 note. Also see appendix: Declaratives and classification of verbs. 
0110.  S/he is from Chab mdo. 
 7E33tSLU55  tChA3311dU55  [=tSU1331(1.1133  /  =1e33(kuj55)]  ru33  =pi55  ni33. 
    s/he Chab mdo from come  SFX DEC 
 teii3311dU55 / @lace name) < Tib. Chab mdo. 
0111. When did you go? 
       na55  zu133mu.155  Xa33ti55  XU33? 
     you date what go 
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0112. I went yesterday. 
 qui"  ji55stu55  xu155  tiv33. 
      I yesterday go DEC 
 j155SIII" : the morph  /  ji55/ is longer than /  suI55/. 
0113. Did you both come together? 
 na33ni55nm33 ta331a55  ra33=se55  ?a33=  13E55 ti33? 
       you two  (pl.) together come  SFX IRG DEC 
       The dual forms ofpersonal pronounsare as follows: /  13UI3311i551111133  /  'we two' [dual]; 
 /  je33ni55nuI33 /  'you and I' [dual];  /  na33ni55niu33 /  'you  two'  [dual]; /  7u33ni55nut33  / 
       'they  two'  [dual]. Also see 0103 note. 
0114. No!  I  came alone. 
 1)11133=  11B55  ti33 [13111551N55] tA55=a1155 je33Y055  ra33 755. 
     NEG DECI/ [AGT] one  us myself come DEC 
       The subject can also be pronounced  [Oe55] in this sentence. It might be an allophone 
       of the agentive form /  Iji55  /  <  /11[1155  + ji33  I. 
 0  1  1  5  . How long ago has it been since you came? 
       na55  ra55=tS11133k11.133  Xa33t155 si33  va55  ra35? 
      you come since how many day do DEC 
       /  ra33 / is a Declarative only used in perfect aspect and expresses evidential [+real-
       ize]. But /  ra33 / is different from other Declaratives, must come after a verb and 
       cannot use isolated without a verb. This DEC / ra33 / must be derived from the verb 
 `come'. 
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0116. I came many days ago. 
 tjtu"  ra55=tstu33kw33  si33  tske55 ka33ji55  thtu33-va55ra33. 
 I come since day number many DIR do DEC 
       The verb  /  th11133-Va55 / 'do' has DIR  {thiu33-} [away from the speaker]. 
0117. How many people came with you? 
 [na55 =tchi55 ta331a55  ra33] =mi55  mu133ni55  Xa33t155=Z11133  nd*tu33 
       you with together come  NMR person how many  CLS exist 
 735? 
        DEC 
       The  subject phrase in this sentence is /  [na55=tehi55 ta331a55  ra33]=mi" / 'the person 
       who came with you'.  /  sb  =tqhi55 ta331a55 / 'together with sb'. 
0118. Five or six people. 
 mui33ni55  rya" /  tchi55  =zu133  ti55  nci7Qtu55 
      person five six  us about exist DEC 
       / ti55  / 'about' comes after CLS and expresses 'round (numbers)', this word might 
       be derived from CLS / ti55  / in /  xa33ti55 /  'how many'. 
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0119. Are you planning to go to Dar rtse mdo? 
       na55  tetstii55ndu"  ne33-xue5 X133  s655=pa.55  7a.33=  Du 55? 
       you Dar rtse mdo DIR go MOD think SFX IRG DEC 
      /  tetstii55nde  / (place name)  <  Tib. Dar rtse mdo
 /  ne33-xtu55  / 'go down to' has DIR  {nn33-} [down]. 
       /  xi33 / is a Modal put after a verbto express 'need to; will'. 
 /  si555=pa55  ?a33=  tu55?  / 'are you thinking?' SFX  {po} [imperfect] appears as / pa / 
       in the 2nd person subject interrogative sentence. cf. below. Also see 0109 note. 
0120. No, I'm not planning to go. 
 rju.155  xtu33xi55  si555=po'  ritu55=  ge33. 
 I go MOD think SFX NEG DEC 
0121. Do you want to go watch a movie? 
       na55  tiX33.1155  khU33-ja55=1T33  XLI133  Xl55  sä55=pa55  fiv33=  13v55? 
       you movie DIR watch to go MOD think SFX IRG DEC 
       /  tia:33J155 /  'movie' < Chn.  didnying 
       The verb /  khe-ja55 / 'watch' has DIR  {khtu33-{ [non-specific direction]. 
0122. Yes, I want to. 
          33 .55-555533       xtusa55=parye. 
       go MOD think SFX DEC 
      SFX  {po} [imperfect] should appear as  /  po55 / in the  1st person subject sentence, 
       but speakers also use the allophone /  pa' / which appeared in the previous 2nd 
       person subject interrogative sentence. 
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0123. Will s/he come to our school? 
 7E33tsiu55  ja33na55  1C133tgl55=khU33  1T33 =pi55  7E33=  755  ti33? 
       s/he our [GNT] school inside come SFX IRG DEC        
/  ja33na55 /  'our' is the genitive form which derived from /  ja33nu155 / 'we' [inclu-
      sive] + /ya33 / PCL [genitive].  
/  la33tgi55 /  [1a33tKt55  le33tW5] 'school'  <  Tib. slob grwa 
0124. Yes, s/he will. 
          33=pi55.33      re=pim. 
       come SFX DEC 
0125. What are you going to do? (What do you want to do?) 
 nE33=ji55  xa33datI55  VW[33  =pa"  [D135 /  ni35]? 
     you AGT what do  SFX DEC 
 `going to do sth' is expressedas /  S=ji55  11 (sth)  V{-pen DEC / in Mu-nya. 
       cf. 0075  'have sth to do' 
0126. I'm going to wash clothes. 
 Di.55  tse5513gui"  na33-1co55=po33  BE55. 
 I  [AGT] cloth DIR wash SFX DEC 
       cf. 0078.  'have sth to do' 
0127. What is s/he going to do? 
 7E33tsi55  xa33dZUI55  VULI33 =pi55 ni35? 
      s/he  [ACT] what do SFX DEC 
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0128. S/he is going to wash clothes, too. 
 7etsi"  ntu55  tse"Dgui"  na33-Ko55=pi" ni55. 
       s/he [AGT] also cloth DIR wash  SFX DEC 
0129. What are you doing? 
 na55=ji"  za33dztu55  vul"  =pa55 ni35? 
     you AGT what do SFX DEC 
0130. I'm writing a letter. 
 iji55  yul55ndul33  kht1133-655=po" ni. 
 I  [AGT] letter DIR write SFX DEC 
       The verb /  leitu33-ri55 /  'write' has DIR  {khru33-} [non-specific direction]. 
       The verb phrase: Verb  {=po55} is used in imperfect aspect including present and 
       future. However, there is an intention to distinguish between 'present or future: 
       having intention of doing' and 'progress' by combination with Declaratives. In the 
       1st person subject sentence,  quI5511 V  =pos51103./ means  'having intention of do-
       ing', whereas /  1)1115511V =po55 ni33./ means 'in progress'; cf. 0126. 
0131. What are they doing? 
 7u33 ni55  Xa33dzui55  vue3=pi55 ni35? 
      they  [AGT] what do SFX DEC 
       /  7u33ni55 / is the agentive form which is derived from /  7p33ntu55 / 'they' + PCL 
      /  ji33 /  [agentive]. 
       The 3rd person subject sentence  with  / V  =p155 ni33. / means 'in progress'. 
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0132. They are studying. 
 7E33ni55  khi33-Zi55=pi55  ni33. 
       they [AGT] DIR study SFX DEC 
       The verb /  kh133-Z155/ 'study' has DIR  khu133-} [non-specific direction]. 
0133. What did you do? 
 na55=ji33  Xa33dzu155  thE33-V11155  =  sy55 ni35? 
     you  AGT what DIR do SFX DEC 
       The vowel alternation in perfect SFX {sul55} agrees with the person of subject as 
       follows: 
       /  13155  (1st. AGT) H  V  =s  55  ni33./; / ne55 (2nd. AGT)  11 V  =sy55 ni33./;  /  u33tsi" (3rd. 
       AGT)  II V  =stu55  ni33.1 cf. 0109 note. These are evidentially general statements and 
       require agentive subjects. 
0134. I wrote a letter. 
 i55  yud55nduT33  ta33=za55  khUI33-ri55  =  S033 ni33. 
 I  [AGT] letter one  CLS DIR write SFX DEC 
      The verb / / 'write' has DIR  flem33-1 [non-specific direction]. 
0135. What did they do? 
 7v3311i55  Xa33dZ11155  thU33-V11155=  sul33 ni35? 
      they [AGT] what DIR do SFX DEC 
       The verb /  thU33-Va155  / has DIR  /  thu33-/ derived from  {thU33-} [away from the 
       speaker], but the vowel of  pfr shows something strange, which might agree with 
      the plural subject (?) 
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0136. They danced Tibetan dances. 
 ?t3311155  1ShE331a55  ro33-a155=stu33 ni33. 
       they [AGT] Tibetan dance DIR dance SFX DEC 
       The verb /  re-zu.155 / 'dance' has DIR {ru133-} [rounding]. 
0137. What did bKra shis give you? 
 1P339155 -j135  na33=1e55  za33dzin55  t11a31khe55ra33? 
       bKra shis AGT  you DAT what DIR give DEC 
 `give sb sth' or  'give sth to sb' is expressed as / S =ji33  [AGT]11 sb =1e33 sth  thg33- 
       khU55 DEC / in Mu-nya. The subject takes the agentive form. The verb /  tha33-khe55  / 
 `give' has DIR  fein33-1 [away from the speaker]. 
0138. He gave me a book. 
 2V 331S155  1111133.1e55  ytil55nduT33 ta33  =1055  tha33_khe55ra33. 
      he [AGT] I DAT book one CLS DIR give DEC 
       DEC / ra33 / is different from other Declaratives, always used with verb and not 
       used independently, which means 'have happened sth to (thespeaker)' with  eviden-
       tial [+realize] or [+discover]. 
0139. Who is the teacher talking to? 
 ge33ge55-ji33  Xa55n11133=1e33  ke33tQa55  ttu33-cr55  =pi33 ni33? 
      teacher AGT who DAT words  DIR talk  SFX DEC 
      The verb /  tle-ce / 'speak; talk' has DIR  ftu133-1 [up]. 
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0140. He is talking to Blo bzang. 
 1y55za33=1e33  ke33tca55  tm33-ct" =pi33  ni33. 
       Blo bzang DAT words DIR talk  SFX DEC 
       /  ke33tca55 / 'words; speech'  <  Tib. skad cha 
       'speak sth to sb' takes the samesyntactic frame as 'give sth to sb': / S  =  ji33 [AGT] 
       sb =1e33 sth [-  cp]  tiu33-cu55 DEC  /. cf. 0137, 0138. 
0141. Could you help me? 
      na33=ji55  rjm33=ya55  ta55y055  krim33_tque5  fia33_  th,e55? 
      you AGT I GNT assistance DIR help IRG MOD 
       'do sth for sb' is expressed as 'do sb's sth' in Mu-nya and the subject takes the 
       agentive form. 
      The dative marker / =1e33 / cannot be used in place of the genitive marker / =ya33  /
       in this construction. 
 ei55 / 'do' is a Modal which means 'be able to (do)' or 'be willing to (do)'. 
0142. Of course I'll help you. 
 iji55 na33=ya55  qh055-K055  1033  thE33. 
       I  [AGT] you GNT DIR help CLS MOD        
/  1033 / is a general measure word, but it means 'once' or 'a bit' here. 
       The verb /  qho55-B055  / 'help' has an allomorph of DIR  {khul-}  [non-specific 
       direction]. 
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0143. What do you need to help? 
       na33=ya55  za33dzu.155  qho55-Ko55 xi33 ti35? 
      you GNT what DIR help MOD DEC 
       'help sb to do sth' is expressed as 'do sb's help' in Mu-nya and takes syntactic frame 
       as / S  =ji33 [AGT] sb =ya33  q11055-Ko55  (MOD) DEC  /. 
       / xi33 /  'need' is a Modal that means  'need to (do)' after other verbs.  cf. 0104, 0119 
         notes. 
0144. Please explain this to me. 
 nut55  =1e33  ndz,e33pa55  ta55=ra33  tU33  -PE55  VV33. 
       I DAT explanation one time DIR speak MOD 
       /  ndze33pa55 / 'explanation' < Tib.  'grel pa 
 / S  (2nd)11 (sth) V  ye" / expresses 'request sb to do (sth)'. 
 V33 / is a Modal, which is derived from the verb /  vat"/ 'do', the vowel agrees 
       with the omitted 2nd person subject in this sentence. 
0145. I'll tell you one more time, all right? 
 i55  tchut33nut55 na33=1e55  ta33=ra55  tu33-cu55 fia55= ti33?  
I  [AGT] again you DAT one time DIR speak IRG DEC 
        tu33-/ in the verb /  tu33-Qu55  /  'speak' is an allophone of DIR  Ittu33-1 [up]. cf.  0135. 
       Also see 0139. 
0146. Okay! Please tell me once more. 
 fiO55  ja35.  tchut33nui55  ta33=ra55  tu33-Q55  ITU33. 
       Oh, yes. again one time DIR speak MOD 
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0147. What are you going to do in the conference room? 
 na"na"  [gilte-tsho"  =re'  =ya" tee33] =khU55 Za33dZUI55VU133 
       you  [pl. GNT] DIR gather NMR  GNT houseinside what do 
      =ri33 ndui33 ti55? 
         NMR exist DEC 
      / na33na55 / 'your' [genitive]  <  /  na33nui55 / `you'(pl.) + / ya33 / PCL [genitive]. 
       'plan to do' is expressed as / S  =ya5511V =ri33  ndul55 DEC. /  ` sb's doing exist' liter-
       ally in Mu-nya. cf. 0075-0078.  'have sth to do' 
       /  cflul"-tsho53=re33=ya33  tce33 / 'house/room for  meeting'  > 'conference room' 
      /  01155-tsho" / may consist of DIR  {khul-} [non-specificdirection] + /  tsho55 / 
       'gathering' < Tib.  tshogs 
0148. We want to have a party. 
 rjul"  nal"  xu55  tA.33tsh055  qhm33_tehi55  =pe33  13,03. 
      we  (p1.) night meeting DIR hold  SFX DEC 
       The verb /  C11111.133-tChi55 / has DIR /  Clhal33-/ derived from  {letu33-} [non-specific 
       direction]. 
0149. What are they doing in the classroom? 
 7,u33ni55  [khi33...zi55=m33 tee33] =khu55  xa33 thr55_035? 
       they  [pl.  AGT]  study NMR house in what do DEC       
/  7n33 ni55 / 'they' [agentive]  <  /  7r33nue5 /  ` they'(pl.) +  /  ji55 / PCL [agentive]. 
 the5 'do' has the nuance  of  ` (be intending to) do'. See 0141 note. 
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0150. They are singing in the classroom. 
 ?eni55  [khi33-zi55=ru33 tce"] =khU55 1U155 tut33-vw55  =pi33. 
       they  [pl.  AGT] DIR studyNMR house in song DIR do DEC 
 ta133-V11155  / 'do (up)' has DIR  {tut"-} [up], the phrase /  1ue5 /  'song' +  /  tui33-viu55  / 
       means 'sing (a) song(s)' here. 
0151. Has dawn come? 
 mm55  t033  -  SA55  ?L55=  ra33 ? 
       sky DIR break IRG DEC 
       /  to33-sA55 /  'break' contains an allomorph of the DIR  {tw33-} [up]. 
0152. Yes, dawn has come. 
 mut55  t033-SA55  T033. 
       sky DIR break DEC 
       DEC /  ra33 / is always used with verb, and means  'have happened sth to (the speak-
       er)' with evidential  [+realize] or [+discover]. Therefore /  ra33 / is used for describ-
       ing any natural phenomena have appeared. 
0153. Did the bell ring? 
 tsi'be  t033-nda55  ra33 ? 
      bell DIR ring IRG DEC 
 tebu55 / 'bell' < Tib. dril bu.  
/  tO33-nda" / 'ring' contains an allomorph of DIR  {tu133-} [up]. 
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0154. Not yet. (It hasn't rung yet.) 
 tQhtu33  mu55  ttu33-  ma33=  nda55 ra33. 
     now also DIR NEG ring DEC 
       Negatives come between  pfx andstem of the verb as  /  f633-nda55 / 'rang' /  tut"- 
       me=nda" /  'have not rung'. 
0155. Did you wash your face? (Have you washed your face?) 
 na33=ji55  iso33je55  ng33-iso"  tha33-da55  ?t55= ra33? 
      you AGT face DIR wash DIR finish IRG DEC  
/  tha33da55 / 'finish' comes after a verb without PCL and requires the agentive form 
      of the subject. This verb contains an  allomolph of DIR  {t 633-}[away from the 
      speaker], and the vowel in the stem agrees with the 2nd person subject. 
 0156. Yes, I did. (Yes, I have washed my face.) 
 rji55 Ko33je55  nu33-Ko55  thv33-do55. 
 I [AGT] face DIR wash DIR finish 
 `finish doing' is expressed as / S =ji55  [Am] H V  thA33-dos5  (ra33)  I. 
      The vowel  of  /  thA33-d055  / agrees to the person of the subject, (1st) /  thA33-de  /  ; 
      (2nd) /  tha33-da55 / ; (3rd) /  tha33-di55  /.
0157. Have they finished eating? 
 7u33ni55  ndztu"  fid33-ndau55tha33-di55  2L33=  ra33? 
       they  [AGT] meal DIR eat DIR finish IRG DEC 
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0158. Yes, they have finished eating. 
 fid33-ndztu55  tha33-di55  ra33. 
       DIR eat DIR finish DEC 
0159. Did you see bKra shis? 
      na33=ji35  tP55Ci55 ?a55= ta33? 
       you AGT bKra shis IRG see 
0160. No, I didn't see (him). 
 ME33= t055. 
      NEG see 
0161. Do you remember that? 
 to55-nda55  =tstu33 na33=ji55  tigtu33-QA55 [?a55= pi33  /  2'05=  sut33 
       situation (the) you AGT DIR remember IRG SFX IRG SFX 
 /7'05=  ra33r 
       IRG DEC 
       The verb /  ngtu33-cA55/ has DIR  {ngui33-} [towards the speaker]. 
       The distribution of Suffixes and Declaratives by aspect and tense is as follows: 
       /  ijgva33-cA"  ?a55= pi33 ? / imperfect / present 
       /  ijgat33-6n"  ?E55=  sm33  ?  / perfect / past 
       /  1]guI33-6A55  7u55=  ra33 ? /  perfect  / present [+realize] 
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0162. I remember now. 
           3355.33       tigut -cA.=pi. imperfect / present 
 1igtu33-pn55=S11133. perfect  / past 
 Dot33-QA55  ra33. perfect / present  [  +  realize] 
0163. Did you study Written Tibetan? (Have you studied Written Tibetan?) 
 na33=ji55  pu55  yul33ndlu55  lei33-zi55  Ä55=  nda53 [ni33 / rji33]? 
       you AGT Tibetan letters DIR study IRG have DEC 
       V +  nda53 /  'have experience in doing'. 
0164. I didn't study (haven't studied) Written Tibetan. 
 ijiss  pu55  ytfi33ndut55  khi33-Zi55  moss=  nda53  (rp33).  
I  [AGT] Tibetan letters DIR study NEG have DEC 
       DEC / ni33  / cannot be used in this sentence answering own experience. 
0165. Has s/he studied Written Tibetan (before)? 
 7u33tsiss  pu55  yili33ndtu55  khi33-Zi55  2155=  nda53 ni33? 
       s/he  [AGT] Tibetan letters DIR study IRG have DEC 
0166. Yes, s/he has studied Written Tibetan. 
 ?p33tsi55  pu55  ylli33ndu155  khi33-Zi55  nda35 ni33. 
       s/he  [AGT] Tibetan letters DIR study have DEC 
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0167. Can you speak Tibetan? 
 na33=ji55  pu55si155  ?u33=  1)a55  4E33? 
       you AGT Tibetan IRG  krIOW DEC 
      /  pesi155 /  'Tibetan (language)' < Tib.  bod gsung 
       The word for 'know; understand' has vowel alternation according to person of the 
      subject: (1st) /  an'  /; (2nd) /  aa55  /; (3rd) /  rki55 / and requires agentive form to the 
       subject. 
 ` sb know sth' is expressed as / S  =ji33  [AGT] sth  [=(p]  aU55"'  aa55^'  ii55 DEC  /. 
0168. I only know a few Tibetan sentences. 
 rji55  pu55sit55  dA33nU55tShi33  me33to55  uu33=  uu55  rje33. 
 I  [AGT] Tibetan a few except for  NEG know DEC 
       DEC / ni33  / cannot be used in answer sentence to state own condition, knowledge, 
       ability, etc. 
       /  mu33to55 / 'except for'  <  Tib. ma togs 
0169. Does s/he know (understand) Tibetan? 
 h33tsi55  pu55sii55  ?u33=  ni55  ni33? 
       s/he [AGT] Tibetan IRG know DEC 
0170. His Tibetan is very good. 
 7u33tsi55  pu55s1155  iC155  thG33tPh055  5i55  ni33. 
       s/he  [AGT] Tibetan good exactly know DEC 
 /  ja55 / 'good'  <  Tib.  yag  po 
 tha3V055 / 'exactly, definitely' < Tib. thag chod 
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0171. Did you see (Have you seen) Lha mo? 
 na33=ji55  1emu33  ?a55= ta33? 
      you AGT Lha mo IRG see       
/  1a55nu33 /  (personal name)  <  Tib. Lha mo 
       The agentive marking  {=ji55} on the subject indicates an assumption that the action 
       mentioned in this sentence has happened. 
0172. No, I haven't seen her. 
 u33tS11155  MA55= t033. 
      I [AGT] her  NEG see 
      NEG /  pan' / is used in perfect aspect (with agentive marking  {=jiss} on the sub-
      ject), expressing that the action has not happened. Another NEG /  nut'/ is used in 
       imperfect aspect (without agentive marking  {=jiss} on the subject), expressing the 
       action has not happened or the speaker is denying doing it. 
 cf. /  i3m55  u33tsul55  wu55=  to33./ 'I do not see her.' 
0173. Are you going out to the market now? 
      (a) na33  tem55  tpb-55=khu55  xtu33=pa55  7.e55=  ij33? 
        you now market in go  SFX IRG DEC 
       The verb /  xiu33 / 'go' mainly focuses on the purpose of the action. Therefore this 
       verb has a nuance of 'go (somewhere to do sth)'. 
 /t§h-t55 /  'market'  <  Tib. khrom 
       (b) na33  tem55 Wi,-.55=khu55 na33-nda55  7n55= 
         you now market in DIR go IRG DEC 
       / na33-nda55 / means 'go down to', including DIR  {nu33-} [down], mainly focuses 
       the starting point where the speaker is. Therefore this verb has a nuance of  ` (leave 
       here to) go somewhere'. See 0093 note. 
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0174. No, I'm not going out now. 
       (a)  1311133  whIn55  te-n55=khu55  xuj55  mu33=  pe53  733 
                                                                                                                                                                                                              . 
 I now market in go NEG SFX DEC 
      (b)  rJui33  tem55  ter-05=khu55  mA33=  nd055. 
 I now market in NEG go 
0175. Where did bKra shis and the others go? 
 1Sa55033  '2031111155  X05  thA33-M33? 
       bKra shis they where DIR gone 
 thA33-rG33  (has) gone' contains DIR  {thu33-}[away from the speaker], and mainly 
       focuses on the arriving point. Therefore this verb has a nuance of 'to arrive at or 
       reach a place'. See 0097 note. 
0176. They went to the playground. 
 h33nu.155  pd55=pu33  I1103-111Ch03  =1-03  ra33. 
      they plain on DIR picnic to gone  
/  'plain'  <  Tib.  spang 
 /  th'03-ntchu53  / 'picnic (v)' contains DIR  {thu33-} [away from the speaker]. 
0177. I wonder if they've arrived there (yet). 
 tem55  7,03=55  wv55khe33  khui33_1Sa53  =S11133  2a33=  nduz55? 
      now they that place DIR arrive SFX IRG exist 
 kht1133-tp.53 / 'arrive' contains DIR  {khm33-} [non-specific direction]. 
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0178. By now they have probably gotten there. 
 tchiu55  khui33  _tp53=stu33  ndui55. 
 now DIR arrive SFX exist 
0179. Did you  (pl.) go to the playground? 
 na33nui55  pa55=pU33  thb33-11t9hU53=1"U33  XILI33  =SU.I55  7a33=  ip55  ti33 ? 
      you  (pl.) plain on DIR picnic to go SFX IRG DEC
       NMR /  ru33 / means 'in order to', so 'go to do sth' is expressed as / (sth) V  =re33 
 xte / in Mu-nya. 
0180. Yes, we went up the mountain to have a picnic. 
 735.  iitu33nui55  nd33cpct55  =1T33  tut33-xe55  733. 
      Dec we  (pl.) mountain top DIR picnic to DIR go DEC  
/  tuu33-xe55 / 'went (up)' contains a DIR  {ttu33-} [up]. 
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 01  8  1. Did you go somewhere far away? 
 [na33na55  xtu33]  =ru55  Clik155M33  ?a33= ti33? 
       you  [pl.  GNT] go  NMR far away IRG DEC 
       NP: / [na33na55  xtu33]  =re  /  ` (the place) where you went' is the subject of this 
         sentence. 
       It is impossible to use  *I  ?a33=  tjE55 ti33? / in this sentence, if use it instead of 
       /  ?a33= ti53?  /, then it will be asking about the place the listener plans to go. Compare 
        below. 
      Are you going somewhere far away? 
 [na33na55 XU133] =r 55  qha55ra33  ?a33=i3v55 ti33? 
       you  [pl. GNT] goNMR far away IRG DEC 
 01  82. Not very far. 
 C1114^155rCl33 =pa 3  mu33= ti55.  ([+realize]: the speaker had been there) 
      far away so  NEG DEC 
 Clha.551.0.33 =pa33  alL133=  ljt55.  ([+confirm]: the speaker has not been there) 
      far away so  NEG DEC 
       The partial negation is expressed as / Adj =pa NEG DEC /. NEG /  mn33=/ (negation 
       for perfect aspect) + DEC / ti55 / (evidential  ftrealizel) expresses 'It was not so far 
       away. (The speaker had been there.)'; NEG  /  h,u133=/ (negationfor imperfect aspect) 
       + DEC /  13-B55 / (evidential  [+confirm]) expresses 'It is not so far away. (The speaker 
       has not been there, so answered depending on his knowledge)'. 
 0  1  83. What time did you get up this morning? 
 pm33si55  11V3311B55 na55 Xa33tShi55=pU33  tui33-re55? 
      today morning you when on DIR get up 
       /  tu133-re55 / 'get up' contains DIR  {tu133-}[up]. 
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0184. We got up at six (in the morning). 
 pt133si55  ne33m55  tChtl.133tShU55  to155pa55=pu33tut33-rat55  Du33 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          . 
      today morning o'clock  six-th on DIR get up  DEC 
       /  pu133si55  ire33m55 / 'this morning' cf. /  pu133xe/ 'this evening' 
       / sa33si55  nu33nu55  / 'tomorrow morning' / cf. / sa33xu55 / 'tomorrow evening' 
 /  tchtetshu55  tp55pa55  / 'six o'clock' < Tib. chu  tshod drug pa 
      See notes in 0034 and 0040. 
0185. What time did you get to the mountain? 
 tet1133tShU55 Xa33ti55=pu33  ndo33C111A53  t0 3-tF55  ru35? 
       o'clock how many on hilltop DIR arrive  DEC 
 ta33-tp55 / 'arrive' contains DIR  4-m33-I  [up]. cf. 0177 note. 
0186. We got to the mountain at nine. 
 tell,133tShU55  rigo33=1o55=pu33  nda33C1hA53  0 3-tW35. 
      o'clock nine  us on hilltop DIR arrive 
      /  ng0331055 / 'ninth' =  /  gu33pa55  / < Tib. dgu  pa See notes in 0034 and 0040. 
0187. Did many people go for a picnic today? 
 ptu33si55  [the3-latCht53  xm33] =mi55  mtu33ni55  ka33ji53  2L55= ti33? 
     today DIR  picnic go NMR person many IRG  DEC 
      This is the sentential predicate construction. The main subject of this sentence        
/  [the-ntchu53  xm33] =mi55 / 'the person who went picnic' is actually the topic of 
       the statement or conversation. 
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0188. Lots of people went for a picnic. 
 [t133-ntche53  xtu33] =m155  mui33ni55 ka33ji53 ti33. 
      DIR  picnic go  NIVIR person many DEC 
       /  ka33ji55 /  'many, much'  <=> /  ni33ni55  / 'few, little' 
      DEC / ti33 / represents the evidential [+confirm], which expresses the speaker went 
       to picnic and saw many people attended. 
 0189. Did you have fun today? 
 ptu33si55 tci33pu55  7u55=  ra33? 
       today pleasant IRG DEC 
       /  tci33pu55 /  'pleasant'  < Tib.  skyid  po 
 0190. Yes, I had a good time!
 tci33pu55  ra33. 
       pleasant DEC 
       DEC / ra33/ represents the evidential [+realize], which is used with uncontrollable 
       verb or adjective expresses some condition or emotion have occurred to oneself. 
       Also see  0115 note. 
 0191. Are you tired? 
 na33ntu55  fiU55--Q33  fit55=  ra33? 
       you  (pl.) DIR tired IRG DEC 
 /  fia55-6e / 'tired [v.1' contains DIR {fia33-} [go downstream]. 
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 0  192. No, I'm not tired 
 fia33-  mi55=  ee33  ra33. 
       DIR NEG tired DEC 
       The NEG /  mu55,-/ comes into the position  after DIR before stem as /  fia33- 
        Ine55=  e33  I. 
0193. Did it rain (when you were) on the mountain? 
 nda33qha55  7u33tpe55  na33_cpci55fiv33=ra35? 
      hilltop rain DIR fall IRG DEC 
      /  na33-qha55 / Vain) fall' contains an allomorph of DIR  fnu33-1 [down]. 
0194. It didn't rain at all. 
 ?u33tQe55  tu33=1055=nw55  11E33-  11103=  CII1V55  ra35. 
     rain one CLS yet DIR NEG fall DEC 
       /  tu33=1Ø55--ntu55 /  'one CLS yet' means  `(not) at all'  agreeing with NEG /  Me33  I.
0195. Will people be going there tomorrow as well? 
      sa33sui55  ntu55  [wA33  khA55  xm33] ndui55  7u33=  1355 ti35? 
      tomorrow also that place go NMR exist IRG DEC 
 ji33Si55—  ji33SUI"  /  'yesterday'  ;  /pue3si55—  pui33sm55 /  ` today'; /  sa33si55—  sa33sm55 / 
         'tomorrow' 
       / wA33khA55 / 'that place'  <=> /  h331che / 'this place' 
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0196. They're saying that people will go tomorrow as well. 
 sa33stu"  nut"  xu133=mi55  ndui55  ni55  tue3=pi33 
                                                                                                                                                                                                . 
       tomorrow also go NMR exist DEC talk SFX 
       Sentence +  /  tue3=pi33  / means 'It is said that  —'. SFX / pi33  / agrees with the 3rd 
       person subject, so it expresses  `sb is saying'. 
0197. Will it rain tomorrow? 
 sa33stu55 mm55  TW33-Clha55  UC133=  Ea'  /  7'03=  vtu551? 
      tomorrow also DIR fall IRG MOD IRG MOD 
       IRG + MOD  /  ?a33=  Ka55?  / means 'Is it afraid to?', and /  703=  vu155?  / means  Will 
       it do?' 
0198. I doubt it will rain tomorrow. 
        335533h55       sasmna-qa m33=  VW55. 
       tomorrow DIR fall NEG MOD 
        V /  13,11.133=  VUI55 / expresses 'will not do'. 
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0199. If (we) leave early, we can probably get there by eight o'clock, 
     right? 
 nu33nr55  xui33 =thA5511i55,  tchtu33tshu55  cize55=pu33  khaT33-tP55 
     morning go if o'clock eight  on DIR arrive 
 7P33=  thR53? 
      IRG MOD 
       A sentence + /  theni55 / expresses  'If  —'       
/  tchm33tshe  4e55  / 'eight o'clock' < Tib. chu tshod brgyad. See notes in 0043 
      and 0040.       
/  thu53 / is a Modal which means 'be able to (do)' or 'be willing to (do)'. See 0141 
         note. 
0200. You (We) probably can arrive (on time). 
 khu133  -tsa55  tha33=rUI55  va33=  SUI33 
      DIR arrive MOD  NMR do SFX 
       / VP  =rw33  van=stun  / expresses  'probably'. 
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Distribution of Declaratives 
In Mu-nya, 'A [noun] is B  [noun]' is expressed as N (A) N (B) DEC. with speaker's evi-
dential on the Declarative. Mu-nya has three kinds of Declaratives for statement: /  ni33  /, 
 /  je33 /, and /  ti33  /. They represent evidentiality of the statement by the speaker. /  ni33 / is 
used for general statements, /  ijr"  / is used for statement with certainty, and /  ti33 / expresses 
confirmation or discovery. /  / and  /  ti33 / are often combined together as /  jn33 ti55  /, but 
the order  cannot be reversed:  */ ti55  I. The /  tie / and /  ti33 / share the same semantic 
field in their evidentiality, although the degree is different, so they can be used together. But 
/  ni33 / occupies a different position in the semantic field, so it  cannot be used with other 
Declaratives simultaneously. That is why there are no combinations like */  ni33  ti33  /, etc. 
Yet there is a combination /  ije33 / +  /  ni33  /, which can be used with a special meaning when 
expressing a suspicious attitude. In this usage speakers add rising intonation to the former 
syllable /  tju / and pronounce the sequence as /  tIe35 ni33 /. Their distribution over persons of 
the subject are as follows: 
subject indicative negative interrogative  WH-question 
1st person  ip33 ti33 
 a33=  lle55 ti33?  03 ti33 
2nd person  n.u133=  ije55  /  ti33 
 •55 .33  m33 a = ni33? 3rd person  ni33 
 / ni33 / : general statement [-certain, -confirm], but rarely used in Declarative sentence with 
1st person subject. 
/  733  /  : certain statement [+certain, -confirm], generally used in the  1st person subject sen-
tence. When it is used with 3rd person or things for the subject in the sentence, it means recol-
lection with certainty by the speaker in his mind. 
 / ti33  /  : confirmed statement [+confirm, +certain], and often used for seeing with the speaker's 
own eyes or discovery. 
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Structure of Mu-nya verb phrase 
prefix Stem of Verb (Modal) Suffix Declarative 
direction (person)* aspect evidentiality 
                                    person person 
*When the verb takes no suffixes the vowel alternation appears on the stem. 
Direction-marking Verb prefixes 
Direction prefix Direction prefix 
1. upward  tui -Vstem 5. towards the speaker  not -Vstem 
2. downward  ne -Vstem 6. away from the speaker  thr -Vstem 
3. to upper stream  yul -Vstem 7. rounding  ruz -Vstem 
4. to down stream fia -Vstem 8. non-specific direction  khut -Vstem 
Function of these prefixes is to express the direction of the action, however, some verbs take 
fixed DIRes, with no regard for real direction. See examples of a verb  ` go' with DIR express-
ing real direction below: 
/  tuz33  xtu55 /  ` go up' /  ne  xtu55  /  ` go down' 
/  vu 33  xmss/  `go upper stream' /  fia' xtu55 /  ` go down stream' 
/  ng-tu" rA55  / 'come over' /  the  xue5 /  ` go away' 
The vowel of DIR is often assimilated to the stem of the verb. 
Declaratives and classification of verbs 
Mu-nya Declarative is a part of speech which also appears in the verb phrase or the adjective 
phrase in the predicate of sentences. The basic structure of the verb phrase in the predicate 
is: Verb + SFX + DEC, and the adjective phrase is: Adj + DEC. respectively. Mu-nya verbs 
can be classified as controllable verbs (e.g. /  fiendzat55  / 'eat'), uncontrollable verbs (e.g. 
 /  thew' /  scared'), and static verbs (e.g.  /  ndzy55 / 'have') according to the distribution in 
combination with suffixes and Declaratives. Agreement with the person of the subject appears 
as a vowel alternation in suffixes  {po}  [imperfect] and  Istul  [perfect], or on the stem when the 
verb takes no suffix. 
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A. Distribution of Declaratives with controlable Verb 
imperfect (present; progressive) 
Subject general statement  [  + certain]  [  + realize] 
 1st person  (sg./p1.):  cV  =po"ni"  cV =pe1)v33  * 
2nd person  (sg./pl.):  cV  =pe"ni" cV  =pa55  iju" ? (IRG) * 
3rd person  (sg./p1.): cV =pi55ni33 
perfect 
Subject general statement  [  + certain]  [  + realize] 
 1st person (sg.): cV  =so"ni" cV  IP33 
2nd person (sg.): cV  =sy55  ni33 * cV  ra33 
3rd person (sg.): cV  =stu55 ni33 cV  ra33 
 p1.  (1  st/2nd/3rd) cV  =su55  ni33 cV  ra33 
Example of controllable Verb: /  fia33-ndztu" / 'eat' 
imperfect (present; progressive) 
Subject general statement  [  + certain]  [  + realize] 
 1st person  fia33-ndzu155  =po33 ni33  fia33-ndztu"  =pa55  nu" 
2nd person  fia33-ndzat"  =pe33  ni33  fia33-ndztu"  =pa55  u"-  733  ? * 
3rd person  fia33-ndzua"  =pi"ni" *  * 
perfect 
Subject general statement [+certain] [+realize] 
1st person  fia33-ndzut"  =so" ni33  fia33-ndze"  nu"  * 
2nd person  fia33-ndzui55 =sy55 ni33 * fia33-ndzi55 ra33 
3 rd person  fia33-ndzm"  =sui55 ni33 *  fia33-ndzuj55  ra33 
pl.  (1  st/2nd/3rd)  fia33-ndzul55  =su55 ni33 *  fia33-ndzw55 ra33 
 */  fia33-ndzu55 ra33 / can not be used for  1st person, must be said as /  fia33-ndze  13E33 / instead 
of it. 
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B. Distribution of Declaratives with uncontrolable Verb 
                 imperfect (present; progressive) perfect 
 Subject [-certain, -realize]  [  +  certain]  [  +  realize] 
 1st person  (s/p): ucV ti33 ucV  ra33 
2nd person (s/p): ucV  pi33 ucV  ra33 
3rd person  (s/p): ucV  pi33 ucV  ra33 
Example of uncontrolable Verb: /  tha33qa55 / 'scared' 
                 imperfect (present; progressive) perfect 
 Subject general statement  [  + certain]  [  +realize] 
1st person  (s/p):  tha33qa55 ti33  tha33qo55  ra33 
2nd person  (s/p):h3355 .33        taqa tha339a55  ra33 
3rd person  (s/p):h3355-33         taqapi tha33qa55  ra33 
C. Distribution of Declaratives with stative Verb and Adjective 
 Subj  ect general statement  [  + certain]  [  + realize] 
 1st person  (s/p): Adj  ni33 stV  733 
2nd person  (s/p): stV/Adj  ni33  u33= stV  13E33? (IRG) stV/Adj ti33 
3rd person  (s/p):  stV/Adj ni33  (stV/Adj  4E33)  stV/Adj ti33 
Stative verbs have no  distinction between perfect and imperfect, therefore they do not take 
Suffixes  {ye}  [imperfect] nor  {au} [perfect], showing an almost identical distribution to Ad-
jectives in their combination with person of the subject and Declarative. The only difference 
is: stative Verb + DEC. in the 1st person subject sentence must use  /  nu33  / as /  (iji55 <  13'1133 
 =ji55)  ndze  nv33 /  ` (I) have' and cannot be said as  */  ndzn55 ni33  /; Adjective + DEC. must 
use  / ni33 / as  /  Om')  ki33ku55  ni33 /  ` (I am) big', and if one say as  */  ki33ku55  nu33  / then it will 
mean  'I  AM big,' with the nuance of "you didn't know, did you?" or "whether you believe it 
or not" as a kind of special situation. 
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Example of stative Verb:  /  ndzu55 / 'have' 
 Subject general statement  [  + certain]  [  + realize] 
1st person (sg.): *  ndzu55/ndzu55rj" 
 (p1.):  noes  733 
2nd person (sg.):  ndzu55  ni33  il4e55  13'03? (IRG)  ndze  ti33 
 (pl.):  n4e55 ni33  '03=  ndZe55  (1F33) ? (IRG)  n4e55 ti33 
3rd person (sg.):  nd4y55-ndzi55 ni33  (nd7Qy55-ndzi55  Ile")  nd4y55-ndzi55 ti33 
 (pl.):  ndzy55-ndzi" ni33  (ndzy55-ndzi55  13t33)  ndzy55-ndzi55 ti33 
Example of Adjective: /  ki33ke55  / 'big' 
Subject general statement [+certain] [+realize] 
1st person:  ki33ka55 ni33  (ki33ka55  733)  * 
2nd person: ki33ka55 ni33 ki33ka55 ti33 
3rd person:  ki33ka55 ni33  (ki331ce"  733)  ki33ke55 ti33 
 */  ki33ke  1ju33  / under 1st person subject means  'I  AM big,' with nuance of (you didn't not 
know, did you?) or (whether you believe it or not) under special situation. 
*/  ki33ke55  IN"  / under 3rd person subject means 'I KNOW (s/he is) big,' with nuance of (you 
didn't not know, did you?) or (whether you believe it or not) under special situation. 
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 Chinese  Index: *ift-i.,4*I11 200  47  t 
0001. What is this? 
0002.  I  k  o This is a book. 
0003.  -iY? Whose book is this? 
0004. This is my book. 
0005.  Jfs ()17 tkrif-t6? Whose pen is it? 
0006.  RP  (#)  k  0  It  is  mine. 
0007.  A  k  4,i10  z1("4?  Is  this  your  ink? 
0008.  X.  435i,  7.1(  Yes.  It  is  my  ink. 
0009.  RP Is that his/her bamboo pen? 
0010.  T  T  4  li?-7  it X, No. That is not his/her bamboo pen. 
0011.  Who  are  you? 
 0012.  I'm  bKra  shis. 
0013.  1Ak-iii?  Who  is  this  person? 
0014. 4-k Ai!-J n o  S/he  is  my  classmate. 
0015.  1  9fi  ?  Are  you  a  teacher? 
0016.  T  0  lfi No.  I'm not  a  teacher. 
0017. 'R,-Lk-I=Is s/he also a student? 
0018.  k  4 Yes.  S/he  is  a  student, too. 
0019. '* IP +1)10 4-1"151?  Which  class  are  you  in? 
0020. -IX -VI 0 I= fl 0  I'M in the Tibetan class. 
0021. 'ft, R. 0 g4.? Is s/he a student at the Nationalities Cadre School? 
0022. lEA R,* 1=t1) re *RA R No, s/he is a  student at the Nationalities Teacher 
                             Training School. 
0023.  1-,7`  a  1-@,kiii? Who sweeps the floor today? 
0024.  A., Me. • 
0025.  *  61.1  vsls  tt.  Who played ball yesterday? 
0026.  k  P]  4i7 The students  from.  the math class. 
0027. 4,.1 '47: Psis ? Where is your hometown? 
0028.  -A  0  1  7t1t4.  I'm  from  sDe  dge. 
0029.  1thA/IttA.,4? Is s/he from Dar rtse mdo? 
0030. *7t 'fAlk-ltk A o No, s/he is from dKar mdzes. 
 0031.  Whose  child  is  this?  -
0032.  kl  It  is  Blo  bzang's  family's (child). 
0033.  4  IL ? How old is s/he? (For children below the age of ten) 
0034.  !;i--4--10 He is ten (this year). 
0035.  '*k7  ;A14:-_kaik"? Are you Han-Chinese or Tibetan? 
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0036. -A, .;xik o I'm Han-Chinese. 
0037. itA t 61'7k-Itta,150? Does s/he study Chinese or Tibetan? 
0038.  ithAr  t  0 S/he studies Tibetan. 
0039. What is the date today? 
0040.-1;3z -  =4- Today is May first. 
0041.  /L? What day of the week is it today? 
0042. -A;N,A_E. Today is Friday. 
0043. 5SLIA ft, it? What time is it now? 
0044.  + Five past ten. 
0045.  4E,J  n*  4,1  ? Is this folding knife sharp? 
0046.  ±V5  'I'  Y3  ,117(  44J This folding knife is very sharp. 
0047.  '14-  A4i4N  k-#07 ? Is your pen new? 
0048.  #411  P-  lir My pen is brand new. 
0049.  T  v.Th  ? How are you? 
 0050. I'm fine. 
0051. 4L  6744-  ? How's bKra shis? 
0052.  4Llgi*ii-  bKra  shis  is fine. 
0053.  4-4-4,th-V-3-1? How is the harvest this year? 
0054.  44- The harvest is good. 
0055.g.±g-144-? Is your family okay? 
0056.  1  01A.415-. They  (We)'re fine. 
0057. AA44-=-V--i-v4? Can I write it like this? 
0058.  it  44  -1-t  0 Yes, you can (write it this way). 
0059.  A,115  'EJ Did I write this correctly? 
0060.  ! Yes! 
0061.  ? Did I write this word/letter/character well? 
0062. !-4 A= +3- You wrote it very well. 
0063.  '*  + ? Do you have a small knife? 
0064.  AA-4c+  71  o  Yes,  I  have  a  knife. 
0065.  it,  it ? Does s/he have a bamboo pen? 
0066.  4  7-#413-it  t  0 S/he has a good bamboo pen. 
0067.  A 5  tix*? How many Tibetan textbooks do you have? 
0068. 435i, 7s A -*A til* I only have one Tibetan textbook. 
0069.  IAA-  *-151 ? How many dictionaries does s/he have? 
0070. it,)=`, S/he only has one dictionary. 
0071.  1  5A-. How many people are there in your family? 
0072.  -ei:g-TA-*11. There are six people in my family. 
0073.  IA  *INA-  ,3‘ A? How many people are there in his/her family? 
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0074.  'ii  tc.T.A.--E..  A.  r-1  A. There are seven or eight people in his family. 
0075. What do you do (are you doing) today? 
0076.-4-A,791-44-f-A40 I don't have anything to do today. 
0077. 5I_,11,i 'ft A What do you need to do now? 
0078.  Al-ri I need to wash clothes now. 
0079.  41_,  4  P],.1  AvsVT.? Where was bKra shis just now? 
0080.  4L  4 bKra shis was in the classroom just now. 
0081. it'.E.KZA--Psril..t.? Who else is in the classroom? 
0082. 4-4-z--4,2 %-gA ftL J o Tshe ring and Blo bzang were. 
0083. -14 ,1-4. _E_AA-4-f- ? What is on the platform? 
0084.  &I There are books and chalk. 
0085.  Mi&A.filt1-_,Wc4i- What are those people doing? 
0086.  o They are all buying books. 
0087. A tt-f-f- fl? What kind of books are for sale? 
0088.  *- There are all kinds of books for sale. 
0089. ? What's your name? 
0090.  4)si,  t,  4-1=  My  name  is Tshe ring. 
0091.  1-Lo-14i- What's his/her name? 
0092.  4A°'1 His name is Don grub. 
0093.  -A-? Where are you going? 
0094.  4  kl  jA4- I'm going over there. 
0095.  111-A-1  1-1-  A? What are you going to do? 
0096. I'm going to borrow (a) book(s). 
0097.  it  .P.1  1*.g..A.- ? Where did s/he go? 
0098.  IthJ,1415-±_-A-  T S/he went out (to town). 
0099.  itikit  A ? What did s/he go to do? 
0100.  4-t  S/he  went  to  buy some stuff. 
0101.  1,i1--A-IN Do you want to  go  to the library? 
0102.  k  iry  o  c-A-A-  -14-4i Yes, I want to go and read the dKar  mdzes daily. 
0103.  1f  - Shall we both (dual) go together? 
0104.  4/-3--  !,1i -114.-A- Okay! Let's both go together. 
0105.  'fAk.i.*gmig_4_3  ,,A? Did s/he go to see his teacher? 
0106.  -A-  7 Yes, s/he did. 
0107.  '* Where are you from? 
0108.  Aki-k3,13**,v3  I  am  from  Li  thang. 
0109.  ,ft  7t).1131i.TA  ? Where is s/he from? 
0110.  *AA,  a o S/he is from Chab mdo. 
0111.  44“'111't  When  did  you  go? 
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0112.  Arilf-A-0  I  went yesterday. 
0113.  4i  1il  -  v-i?  Did  you both come together? 
0114.  l  !  +A-  ;_tV1  No!  I  came  alone. 
0115.  'fti.-T'.'"3? How long ago has it been since you come? 
0116.  .fiA  T  -IA  o  I  came  many days ago. 
0117. gc# - OA- 'Y A? How many people came with you? 
0118. A---E %,-+A  °  Five  or  six  people. 
0119. #41-11--' k.1 t ? Are you planning to go to Dar rtse mdo? 
0120.  A*4-T  -X*  o No, I'm not planning to go. 
0121. M.** ?4 v--5?  Do  you  want  to go watch  a  movie? 
0122.  Al!,  -A-  Yes,  I  want  to. 
0123.  4r  g  Ain  ? Will s/he come to our school? 
0124.  -k Yes, s/he will. 
0125.  M9-  4  4t-.11, What are you going to do? 
                          (What do you want to do?)
0126.  -f-X-9-;ta I'm going to wash clothes. 
0127.  IA  4-1M+  ? What is s/he going to do? 
0128.  1A-&-R- S/he is going to wash clothes, too. 
0129.  #A-itti+  ?  What  are  you  doing? 
0130.!"-§4e  I'm  writing  a  letter. 
0131.  *,,fri  AIM+ .14 ? What are they doing? 
0132.  'win  7  o They are studying. 
0133.  #1iifhlis  What  did  you  do? 
0134.  4)5zA T  Jtit I wrote a letter. 
0135.  lAin  1l  4+  A  T  ?  What  did  they  do? 
0136.  lAin  at T  o They danced Tibetan dances. 
0137.  4i,  TEJ  gR  1  4i41- ? What did bKra shis give you? 
0138.  4  44-  T  He  gave  me  a  book. 
0139. Who is the teacher talking to? 
 0140.E He is talking to Blo bzang. 
0141. ,*40 Ph --F +3- r.4?  Could  you  help  me? 
0142.  4.X  4  -R- Jjhl,t Of course I'll help you. 
0143.  #r,  Ith?  What  do  you  need  to  help? 
0144.  -Of  i  - Please explain this to me. 
0145.  A,  -A-  g` '*-1#  - I'll tell you one more time, all right? 
0146.  44-4  -  0 Okay! Please tell me once more. 
0147.  11;4r  7  L  i  4  i  _KW+  A ? What are you going to do in the conference room? 
0148.  Ain We want to have a party. 
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0149.  lAin  1'  .1  -1± ? What are they doing in the classroom? 
0150.  'f are singing in the classroom. 
0151. -76 3 ‘a_`•? Has  dawn  come? 
0152. 74., 3 Yes,  dawn  has come. 
0153.  4T*3  v-5?  Did  the  bell  ring? 
0154.  iT,aA-. Not yet. (It hasn't rung yet.) 
0155.  'ii  %A.3  v--? Did you wash your face? 
                            (Have you washed your face?)
0156.  -A  AA'3  0 Yes, I did. (Yes, I have washed my face.) 
0157.  ftlf1  ttA  3  v-5? Have they finished eating? 
0158.  v't,  t  3 Yes, they have finished eating. 
0159.  1'  3iL4L  Ri  I  v.-? Did you see bKra shis? 
0160.  79tA-L  No,  I  didn't  see  (him). 
0161.  sfs44-*'*tkA3  a3 ? Do you remember that? 
0162. 311.vit4011,k, 5*3  I  remember now. 
0163. '*-1'-i:tgi,"4? Did you study Written Tibetan? 
                           (Have you studied Written Tibetan?) 
0164.Al :11 t o I didn't study (haven't studied) Written Tibetan. 
0165. Has s/he studied Written Tibetan (before)? 
0166.  IA  k  o Yes, s/he has studied Written Tibetan. 
0167.  '**-gti,ti  `1-5? Can you speak Tibetan? 
0168.  415C  g IL'  0-0* I only know a few Tibetan sentences. 
0169.  it,  f  iQ  a ? Does s/he know (understand) Tibetan? 
0170. 1-A-i,--1-#141- His Tibetan is very good. 
0171.  1*N...,k141-*itA'? Did you see (Have you seen) Lha mo? 
0172. AZt-A-A,14c, No, I haven't seen her. 
0173.  '*3Altt-  kl ? Are you going out to the market now? 
0174.  -AAA  kJ*  _E-A- No,  I'm not going out now. 
0175.  41,11Ai17ysis.T.-A-  3 ? Where did bKra shis and the others go? 
0176.  441  -T- They went to the playground. 
0177.  'Will  39,A  sis  a  ? I wonder if they've arrived there (yet). 
0178.k1  7 By now they have probably gotten there. 
0179.  '*111-9--131  - -4-  3  ,'4? Did you  (pl.) go to the playground? 
0180.  k  by  0  Ail]  fl  3-141-44-  3 Yes, we went up the mountain to have a picnic. 
0181.  *OA  ?  Did  you  go  somewhere  far  away? 
0182.  *,1Ri&  Not  very  far. 
0183.  '*'11149-81-k*  ? What time did you get up in this morning? 
0184.  --7-1.-;=7,,,itk*151-3 We got up at six (in the morning). 
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0185. IL  it  ? What time did you get to the mountain? 
0186.  A., We got to the mountain at nine. 
0187.-4- Did many people go for a picnic today? 
0188.  4-4-0/COt Lots of people went for a picnic. 
0189.  -0  7  v4?  Did  you  have  fun  today? 
0190.4-0 T !  Yes,  I  had  a  good time! 
0191. 'ff.-1Yr]  g T Are you tired? 
0192. No, I'm not tired. 
0193.  1-1-1_E-7-  1J Did it rain (when you were) on the mountain? 
0194. -,kAgt_A-It didn't rain at all. 
0195.  ql  ? Will people be going there tomorrow as well? 
0196.  •L  A- They're saying that people will go tomorrow as 
                                well. 
0197.  11A Will it rain tomorrow? 
0198.  nA  T  F  PTPC  ! I doubt it will rain tomorrow. 
0199.  k  44'  °T it  kl  41-  7  ,?-5? If (we) leave early, we can probably get there by 
                            eight o'clock, right? 
0200.  7  11  44--  7  o You (We) probably can arrive (on time). 
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